
 
  

   
             
             
             

       
       

      
         
          

             
             

              
             
            

 

 
 

 

 

Table Name 
Field Name (short 
name) Long Name Data Type Description 

Possible 
Value 
Range/Refer 
ence Partition Key Comments 

active_sao ccn CMS Certificatio string The CCN of the organization in HQR for which the user is an SO. 
active_sao npi National Provide string The NPI of the organization in HQR for which the user is an SO. 
active_sao org_name Organization Na string The name of the organization in HQR for which the user is an SO. 
active_sao first_name First Name string The HQR SO's first name from HARP. 
active_sao last_name Last Name string The HQR SO's last name from HARP. 
active_sao email Email string The HQR SO's email address from HARP. 
active_sao phone Phone The HQR SO's phone number from HARP - if entered. 
active_sao harp_username HARP Username string The HQR SO's HARP username which is also their HQR username. 
active_sao last_login Last Login timestamp The date and time that the SO last logged into HQR in UTC. 

active_sao status Status string 

The status of the SO's account in HQR. It should be Active if they 
logged in within the last 90 days for this org and Inactive if it has 
been more than 90 days since they last logged in under this org in 
HQR. It will be suspended if the user has been suspended from the 
org. 

Active, Inactive, 
Suspended, 
Unknown 
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Table Name 
Field Name (short 
name) Long Name Data Type Description 

Possible 
Value 
Range/Refer 
ence Partition Key Comments 

users display_name Display name String User's full name from HARP 

users username Username String 
User's username in HQR, which is also 
their HARP username 

users email Email String User's email address from HARP 
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Table Name 
Field Name (short 
name) Long Name Data Type Description 

Possible Value 
Range/Reference Partition Key Comments 

orgs name Name String 

Organization name in HQR. This could be the 
name of a provider, vendor, or admin type org 
in HQR. 

orgs org_id Organization ID String 

Organization ID in HQR. For provider orgs 
this is their CCN, for ASCs its their NPI, for 
vendors its their vendor ID, and for all other 
orgs its a unique value generated by HQR. 

orgs status Status String 

The organization's status in HQR. Most orgs 
will be active. Some provider or facility orgs 
will be closed if they are closed in PRS. closed, active 

orgs type Type String 

Type of organization in HQR. This determines 
the upper limits of the org's permissions in 
HQR. 

provider, vendor, other, 
qio, hcs, admin 
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Table Name 
Field Name (short 
name) Long Name Data Type Description 

Possible Value 
Range/Reference Partition Key Comments 

vendors name Name String Name of the vendor organization 

vendors org_id Organization ID String 
Organization ID assigned to the vendor in the 
HQR system 

vendors status Status String Status of the vendor account in HQR. deleted, closed, active there is a possiblity the status could be empty 

vendors street_address Street address String Address for the vendor 
vendors city City String City for the vendor 
vendors state State String State for the vendor 
vendors zip_code Zip code String Zip code for the vendor 

vendors eligible_quality_programs Eligible quality programs String 
Quality programs the vendor has authority to 
submit for in HQR 

PCHQR, OQR, 
ASCQR, IPFQR, IQR, 
EHR, HCAHPS 

vendors updated Updated Timestamp 
Date and time the vendor record was last 
updated in HQR format: 2024-04-24 20:40:56.066 

vendors updated_by Updated by String 
Harp username for who updated the vendor 
record in HQR harp username 

vendors created Created Timestamp 
Date and time the vendor was created in 
HQR 

format: 2024-04-24 20:40:56.066 

field will be blank for vendors created in PRS 1.0 
as this field references them being created 
through HQR's org management system. 

vendors created_by Created by String 
Harp username for who created the vendor 
record in HQR 

harp username 

field will be blank for vendors created in PRS 1.0 
as this field references them being created 
through HQR's org management system. 
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Table Name 
Field Name (short 
name) Long Name Data Type Description 

Possible Value 
Range/Reference Partition Key Comments 

user_permissions username Username String 
The user's username in HQR, which is also their HARP 
username 

user_permissions org_id Organization ID String 
The organization ID of the organization for which this 
user has this permission in HQR. 

For provider orgs this is their 
CCN, for ASCs its their NPI, 
for vendors its their vendor ID, 
and for all other orgs its a 
unique value generated by 
HQR. 

user_permissions status Status String 

The status of the user's specific permission for this org. 
Active - the user has logged into the org in HQR in the 
last 90 days 
Inactive - the user has not logged into HQR or changed 
org to this org in HQR in the last 90 days 
Suspended - the user's access has been suspended for 
that org and they can no longer access that org in HQR 
Transition Pending - the user was migrated from the 
legacy system but an SO never approved their 
permissions 
Deleted - the user was removed completely from the org 
in HQR and no longer has access to that org in HQR active, inactive, suspended, 

transition_pending, deleted 

user_permissions user_type User Type string 
Indicates if the user is a Security Official (sa) or Basic 
User (user) for this org in HQR sa, user 

user_permissions program Program String 
The HQR program that this user's permission for the org 
is associated with, if any, in HQR. 

IQR, OQR, PI, HVBP, IPFQR, 
PCHQR, ASCQR, HCAHPS, 
All Programs 

user_permissions level Level String 
The level of the user's permission for the org in HQR. 
This will either be view or edit. View, Edit 

user_permissions category Category String 

The category that this user's permission for the org in 
HQR belongs too. This usually corresponds to the area in 
HQR for which access is given. 

Data Submissions, 
Submission Results, Program 
Results, Authorizations, 
CDAC Authorizations 

user_permissions name Name String 

The name of the specific permission that this user has 
been granted for an org in HQR. This usually 
corresponds with a quality initiative such as DACA, Chart 
Abstracted, or Web-based Measures, etc. 

all possible permissions in 
HQR 
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Table Name 
Field Name (short 
name) Long Name Data Type Description 

Possible Value 
Range/Reference Partition Key Comments 

org_permissions org_name Organization Name String 

Organization name in HQR. This could be the 
name of a provider, asc, vendor, or admin type 
org in HQR. 

org_permissions org_id Organization ID String 

The organization ID of this organization in 
HQR of which has this permission in their 
upper limits. 

For provider orgs this is their CCN, 
for ASCs its their NPI, for vendors 
its their vendor ID, and for all other 
orgs its a unique value generated 
by HQR. 

An organization's upper limits refers to a permission that is available for a user of an org in HQR. All SOs 
inherit an org's upper limits. 

org_permissions program Program String 
The HQR program that this org's upper limit 
permission is associated with, if any, in HQR. 

IQR, OQR, PI, HVBP, IPFQR, 
PCHQR, ASCQR, HCAHPS, All 
Programs 

org_permissions level Level String 

The level of this org's upper limit permission in 
HQR for this org. This will either be view or 
edit. View, Edit 

org_permissions category Category String 

The category of this org's upper limit 
permission. This usually corresponds to the 
area in HQR for which access is given. 

Data Submissions, Submission 
Results, Program Results, 
Authorizations, CDAC 
Authorizations 

org_permissions status Status String Status of the permission Active, Deleted, Suspended 

org_permissions name Name String 

The name of the org's specific upper limit 
permission, usually corresponds with a quality 
initiative such as DACA, Chart Abstracted, or 
Web-based Measures all possible permissions in HQR 

org_permissions encounter_start_date Encounter Start Date String 

The start date for the encounter/discharge 
derived from what was entered by the provider 
in Vendor Management in HQR for this 
entitlement and vendor. This will only have a value if the record represents a vendor authorization for this provider. 

org_permissions encounter_end_date Encounter End Date String 

The end date for the encounter/discharge 
derived from what was entered by a provider 
in Vendor Management in HQR for this 
entitlement and vendor. 

This will only have a value if the record represents a vendor authorization for this provider AND there is 
an end date chosen. It is not uncommon for an end date to not be entered. 

org_permissions submission_start-date Submission Start Date String 

The submission start date as entered by a 
provider in Vendor Management in HQR for 
this entitlement and vendor. This will only have a value if the record represents a vendor authorization for this provider. 

org_permissions submission_end_date Submission End Date String 

The submission end date as entered by a 
provider in Vendor Management in HQR for 
this entitlement and vendor. 

This will only have a value if the record represents a vendor authorization for this provider AND there is 
an end date chosen. It is not uncommon for an end date to not be entered. 

org_permissions measuresets Measure set String 

The specific measure set of which a vendor 
has access to do this permission for this 
provider in HQR. This is selected by a 
provider in Vendor Management in HQR for 
this entitlement and vendor. 

This will only have a value if the record represents a vendor authorization for this provider AND the 
specific entitlement has measure set designation available in HQR. 

org_permissions vendor_id Vendor ID String 

The Vendor ID of the vendor that is authorized 
to have access to this permission for this 
provider in HQR. 

This is the vendor that the permission is tied to if it is a vendor authorization, it is empty if this is an org's 
upper limit permission 

org_permissions vendor_name Vendor Name String 

The name of the vendor that is authorized to 
have access to this permission for this 
provider in HQR. 

This is the vendor that the permission is tied to if it is a vendor authorization, it is empty if this is an org's 
upper limit permission 
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